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Welcome Melanie Henderson, GEN’s newest Board Member!

Melanie is a musician and arts advocate who has served cross-culturally in
Southeast Asia and North America. As a multi-instrumentalist and church
worship facilitator, she has served with congregations in Malaysia, Cambodia,
and the US. While working as a primary school and English as a Second
Language teacher at an international school, she also had the joy of creating
curriculum and co-facilitating a music program alongside local artists and
community activists for students of many nationalities and cultures.

Melanie has a bachelor’s in Interdisciplinary Studies, a Master’s in Biblical
Studies, and is currently a PhD student at DIU’s Center for Excellence in World
Arts. With a longing for shalom, her vision is to see multicultural communities
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worshiping and growing together in the pursuit of reconciliation, justice, and
wholeness.

“I am an ethnodoxologist”

Dr. Roch Ntankeh (Cameroon)

This ninth video in the GEN series on our global leaders highlights the work of
Dr. Roch Ntankeh. Roch explains what ethnodoxology ministry looks and
sounds like in his context as a teacher and ethnodoxology practitioner in

Cameroon. This video is in French with English subtitles - great for sharing with
Francophone friends!
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Global Creative Studio Day is hosted by a community of Christians from all
walks of life with virtual and physical gatherings that meet in Australia, France,
New Zealand, Singapore, Romania and the United Kingdom. However, for the
first time, we will meet altogether while opening the virtual doors to others
around the world. So we welcome you to a day of using creativity, in its many
forms, as we focus on the theme of Restoration to explore the Christian faith.
Running over a 24 hour period in the second weekend in April, the programme
(English and Français) is for all levels of talent (from zero to hero) - as long as
you have the desire to be creative! Register here:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/global-creative-studio-day-april-2022-
registration-274480317017

The Future Wellbeing of Missions

Global conversation starts today!

The WEA Mission Commission is hosting a free online event of relevance to
missions leaders with international involvement. The early 2020’s mark the
beginning of a new era of global missions, one that must honour a maturing

World Christianity. This series of two hour sessions over three days will present
snapshots and keynotes on issues of interconnection, inclusion, and indigeneity

towards the theme, “The Future Wellbeing of Missions”.

Check out the schedule & free registration at this link: https://bit.ly/mconcon
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Send us your news for publication!

GEN envisions a future in which communities of Jesus followers in every
culture engage with God and the world through their own artistic expressions.

We offer networking, training, and resources for the flourishing of biblical and
culturally appropriate arts.

~ a world of arts for God's purposes ~
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